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8 Women/8 Femmes. A wealthy industrialist is found murdered in his home while his family gathers for the
holiday season. The house is isolated and the phone lines have been found to be cut. Eight women are his
potential murderers. Each is a suspect and each has a motive. Only one is guilty. In French with subtitles in
English or Spanish and English captions for the hearing impaired. DVD 1051 (111 min.) Eastern
A La Mar. "Jorge has only a few weeks before his five-year-old son Natan leaves to live with his mother in
Rome. Intent on teaching Natan about their Mayan heritage, Jorge takes him to the pristine Chinchorro reef, and
eases him into the rhythms of a fisherman's life. As the bond between father and son grows stronger, Natan
learns to live in harmony with life above and below the surface of the sea."--Container. In Spanish, with
optional English subtitles; closed-captioned in English. DVD 1059 (73 min.) Eastern
Adored, The. "Maia is a struggling model. After suffering a major loss, her relationship with her husband is
thrown into turmoil. She holds high hopes that a session with the prolific celebrity photographer, Francesca
Allman, will rejuvenate her career and bring her out of her depression. However, Francesca suffers from severe
OCD and has isolated herself in remote North West Wales in a house with an intriguing past. During the photo
shoot, Francesca builds Maia's confidence while having to control her own obsessive and sexual desires towards
Maia. As they spend more time together, Maia becomes the object of Francesca's obsession and things slowly
spiral out of control. Maia also feels threatened by a presence in the house which Francesca is not able to
comprehend. Could this be their past coming back to haunt them?" (back cover of container) DVD 1072 (93
min.) Eastern
Affinity. Set in and around the women's prison at Millbank in Victorian London, Margaret Prior has decided to
pursue some 'good work' with the lady criminals of one of London's most notorious jails.
DVD 1076 (90 min.) Ammerman
Africa Rising. Across Africa, women are leading a grassroots movement to end the 5,000 year old practice of
female genital mutilation. With little more than a fierce determination and deep love for their communities,
brave African activists are leading a formidable, fearless grassroots movement to put an end to this human
rights violation. Convincing circumcisers to lay down their knives, engaging the police to implement the law,
and honing leadership skills in girls, these determined activists have been working tirelessly for years to
conceptualize their campaign. This film paints an intimate portrait of the broadly based but little-known antiFGM movement and shows that courageous, creative, and resourceful individuals can change the course of
history. DVD 1055 (62 min.) Ammerman
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All About My Mother/Todo Sobre Mi Madre. Manuela is a devoted single mother who needs to come to
grips with the death of her 17-year-old son, Esteban. She had never told Esteban about his father, but after
reading her son's journal she realizes she has to find Esteban's father, and explain what has happened. She
leaves Madrid for Barcelona, to reconnect with her old friend Agrado, who introduces her to Rosa, a young nun
in trouble, and Huma Rojo, a brilliant actress whom young Esteban idolized. A Hollywood melodrama done up
as Greek tragedy translated into the context of everyday modern life, the film sums up both the boundlessness
and the limitations of a mother's love. Spanish dialogue with optional English or French subititles. DVD 1047
(101 min.) Eastern
Being John Malkovich. An out-of-work puppeteer takes a filing clerk job on the cramped seventh floor of an
office building where he discovers a hidden tunnel allowing him to enter the mind and life of actor John
Malkovich for 15 minutes before being ejected onto the New Jersey Turnpike. 2 discs + booklet. DVD 1090
(113 min.) Ammerman
Biutiful. Uxbal is a man on the wrong side of the law who struggles to provide for his children on the
dangerous streets of Barcelona. As fate encircles him, Uxbal learns to accept the realities of life, whether bright,
bad, or biutiful. Spanish dialogue; English or Spanish subtitles. DVD 1063 (147 min.) Eastern
Blue, White, Red: Three Colors. "A bold trio of stories about love and loss ... [that] was a defining event of
the art-house boom of the 90s. The films are named for the colors of the French flag and stand for the tenets of
the French Revolution: liberty, equality, and fraternity--but that hardly explains their enigmatic beauty and rich
humanity. Set in Paris, Warsaw, and Geneva, and ranging from tragedy to comedy, Blue, White, and Red ...
examine a group of ambiguously interconnected people experiencing profound personal disruptions"-Container.
Trois couleurs, bleu = Three colors, blue (1993, 98 min.) -- Trois couleurs, blanc = Three colors, white / (1993,
91 min.) -- Trois couleurs, rouge = Three colors, red (1994, 99 min. 2 discs). French or Polish dialogue with
optional English subtitles. DVD 1054 (4 discs 288 min. total + booklet) Eastern
Breaking Bad: The Complete First Season. After an unremarkable chemistry teacher learns he has terminal
cancer, he turns to an exciting life of crime to provide for his loved ones. Includes all 7 episodes.
Disc 1. Pilot / written & directed by Vince Gilligan ; Cat's in the bag / producer, Patty Lin ; written by Vince
Gilligan ; directed by Adam Bernstein ; And the bag's in the river / written by Vince Gilligan ; directed by
Adam Bernstein -- disc 2. Cancer man / producer, Patty Lin ; written by Vince Gilligan ; directed by Jim
McKay ; Gray matter / producer, Patty Lin ; written by Patty Lin ; directed by Tricia Brock ; Crazy handful of
nothin' / producer, Patty Lin ; written by George Mastras ; directed by Bronwen Hughes -- disc 3. No-roughstuff-type deal / producer, Patty Lin ; written by Peter Gould ; directed by Tim Hunter ; bonus features. DVD
1064 (3 discs, 346 min. total) Ammerman
Breaking Bad. The Complete Second Season. After an unremarkable chemistry teacher learns he has
terminal cancer, he turns to an exciting life of crime to provide for his loved ones.
Disc 1. Seven thirty-seven (47 min.) / directed by Bryan Cranston ; written by J Roberts ; Grilled (48 min.) /
directed by Charles Haid ; written by George Mastras ; Bit by a dead bee (47 min.) / directed by Terry
McDonough ; written by Peter Gould ; Down (47 min.) / directed by John Dahl ; written by Sam Catlin -- disc
2. Breakage (47 min.) / directed by Johan Renck ; written by Moira Walley-Beckett ; Peekaboo (47 min.) /
directed by Peter Medak ; written by J Roberts & Vince Gilligan ; Negro y azul (47 min.) / directed by Felix
Alcala ; written by John Shiban -- disc 3. Better call Saul (47 min.) / directed by Terry McDonough ; written by
Peter Gould ; 4 days out (47 min.) / directed by Michelle MacLaren ; written by Sam Catlin ; Over (47 min.) /
directed by Phil Abraham ; written by Moira Walley-Beckett -- Disc 4. Mandala (47 min.) / directed by Adam
Bernstein ; written by George Mastras ; Phoenix (47 min.) / directed by Colin Bucksey ; written by John
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Shiban ; ABQ (48 min.) / directed by Adam Bernstein ; written by Vince Gilligan. DVD 1065 (4 discs, 615
min. total) Ammerman
Breaking Bad. The Complete Third Season. Even though his cancer is in remission, chemistry teacher turned
meth maker Walter White still can't catch a break. His wife has filed for divorce, his DEA agent brother-in-law
is out to bust him, and a Mexican cartel just wants him dead. But with his family's future still at stake, Walt
cooks up a deal that will make him a fortune, a scheme with a terrible price.
Disc 1, episode 1. No mas (48 min.) / directed by Bryan Cranston ; written by Vince Gilligan -- episode 2.
Caballo sin nombre (47 min.) / directed by Adam Bernstein ; written by Peter Gould -- episode 3. I.F.T. (47
min.) / directed by Michelle MacLaren ; written by George Mastras (Uncensored) -- episode 4. Green light (47
min.) / directed by Scott Winant ; written by Sam Catlin.
Disc 2, episode 5. Más (47 min.) / directed by Johan Renck ; written by Moira Walley-Beckett (Uncensored) -episode 6. Sunset (47 min.) / written and directed by John Shiban -- episode 7. One minute (47 min.) / directed
by Michelle MacLaren ; written by Thomas Schnauz.
Disc 3, episode 8. I see you (48 min.) / directed by Colin Bucksey ; written by Gennifer Hutchison --episode 9.
Kafkaesque (47 min.) / directed by Michael Slovis ; written by Peter Gould & George Mastras -- episode 10.
Fly (47 min.) / directed by Rian Johnson ; written by Sam Catlin & Moira Walley-Beckett (Uncensored).
Disc 4, episode 11. Abiquiu (48 min.) / directed by Michelle MacLaren; written by John Shiban & Thomas
Schnauz -- episode 12. Half measures (47 min.) / directed by Adam Bernstein ; written by Sam Catlin & Peter
Gould -- episode 13. Full measure (47 min.) / written and directed by Vince Gilligan. DVD 1066 (4 discs, 614
min. total) Ammerman
Breaking Bad: The Complete Fourth Season. In season four, Walt and Skyler try to use gambling to explain
how Walt has made all of his money; Skyler tries to launder money through a car wash; Hank's discovery of
Gus Fring's fingerprint in Gale Boetticher's apartment is enough for DEA and Albuquerque PD to bring Gus in
for an interview; and much more.
Disc 1, episode 1. Box cutter (47 min.) / directed by Adam Bernstein ; written by Vince Gilligan ; episode 2.
Thirty-eight snub (46 min.) / directed by Michelle MacLaren ; written by George Mastras ; episode 3. Open
house (46 min.) / directed by David Slade ; written by Sam Catlin ; episode 4. Bullet points (45 min.) / directed
by Colin Bucksey; written by Moira Walley-Beckett -- disc 2, episode 5. Shotgun (47 min.) / directed by
Michelle MacLaren; written by Thomas Schnauz ; episode 6. Cornered (47 min.) / directed by Michael Slovis ;
written by Gennifer Hutchison ; episode 7. Problem dog (47 min.) / written and directed by Peter Gould -- disc
3, episode 8. Hermanos (47 min.) / directed by Johan Renck ; written by Sam Catlin & George Mastras ;
episode 9. Bug (47 min.) / directed by Terry McDonough ; written by Moira Walley-Beckett & Thomas
Schnauz ; episode 10. Salud (47 min.) / directed by Michelle MacLaren ; written by Peter Gould & Gennifer
Hutchison -- disc 4, episode 11. Crawl space (47 min.) / directed by Scott Winant ; written by George Mastras
& Sam Catlin ; episode 12. End times (46 min.) / directed by Vince Gilligan ; written by Thomas Schnauz &
Moira Walley-Beckett ; episode 13. Face off (50 min.) / written and directed by Vince Gilligan. DVD 1067 (4
discs, 610 min. total) Ammerman
Breaking Bad: The Complete Fifth Season. No longer under the thumb of a mastermind criminal, Walt now
assumes the role of one himself, as he and Jesse look to build their own empire. In the highly anticipated new
season, a newly empowered and increasingly remorseless Walter White (Bryan Cranston) finds himself
attempting to control a tenuous empire. But uneasy lies the head that wears the crown. At the end of Season 4,
Walts war with Gus Fring (Giancarlo Esposito) ended in triumphant victory. Now, his transformation from a
well-meaning family man into Heisenberg, a ruthless drug kingpin, is almost complete. No longer under the
thumb of a mastermind criminal, Walt now assumes the role of one himself, as he and Jesse (Aaron Paul) look
to build their own empire. Meanwhile, Skyler (Anna Gunn) struggles with the reality of her husbands new role
and Hank (Dean Norris) works to wrap up his investigation of Gus business.
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Disc 1. Ep. 1. Live Free or Die -- Ep. 2. Madrigal -- Ep. 3. Hazard Pay -- Disc 2. Ep. 4. -- Fifty-One -- Ep. 5.
Dead Freight -- Ep. 6. Buyout. -- Disc 3. Ep.7. Say My Name -- Ep. 8. Gliding All Over. DVD 1068 (3 discs,
375 min. total) Ammerman
But I’m a Cheerleader. Megan's super normal suburban existence is filled with friends, pom-poms and rahrah enthusiasm until her parents suspect that she may, in fact, be showing deviant tendencies. DVD 1074 (84
min.) Eastern
Christmas Carol, A. At first, miserable, greedy old Scrooge can't tolerate the revelry of Christmas, much less
comprehend its meaning. But visits from his former business partner's ghost and three cautionary specters from
the past, present and future force the man to soul-search. DVD 1092 (100 min.) Eastern
City of Lost Children, The. This fantastically twisted fairy tale is chock-full of curious characters and special
effects. A sad and heartbroken madman, Krank, is aging prematurely because he can't dream. He kidnaps little
children, hoping that eventually he will find a way to steal their sleeping thoughts. The story takes the form of a
quest, as a sentimental harpooner-turned-fairground strongman, One, sets out to find his young brother on a
dilapidated oil rig. He soon falls in love with the gutsy nine-year-old girl (who is head of the orphan gang), and
together they run a gauntlet of fantastical dangers as they join hearts and hands to save a small boy's dreams
from the madman's master plan. DVD 1052 (116 min.) Eastern
Collapse of Burning Buildings. Based on the text Collapse of Burning Buildings: A guide to Fireground
Safety, by Vincent Dunn. Pt. 1. Wall collapse (17 min.) -- pt. 2. Peaked roof collapse (19 min.) -- pt. 3. Truss
roof collapse (22 min.) -- pt. 4. Floor collapse (22 min.) -- pt. 5 Wood frame building collapse (21 min.) DVD
1046 (5 Discs – total time 95:00 min.) Ammerman
Cloudburst. Stella and Dot have been together for 31 years and have faithfully accompanied one another
through life's ups and downs. Now in their seventies, Stella is hard of hearing and Dot is legally blind. Dotty's
prudish granddaughter, Molly, decides the best place for Dot is a nursing home that will provide all the
necessities. This forces Stella and Dot to make a bold decision: they will leave their hometown in Maine and
make their way to Canada, where same-sex marriage is legal. DVD 1081 (93 min.) Eastern
Disney’s A Christmas Carol. Ebenezer Scrooge begins the Christmas holiday with his usual miserly
contempt, barking at his faithful clerk and his cheery nephew. But when the ghosts of Christmas Past, Present,
and Yet to Come take him on an eye-opening journey revealing truths Old Scrooge is reluctant to face, he must
open his heart to undo years of ill will before it's too late. DVD 1093 (96 min.) Eastern
Drool. Anora has got it rotten. Her husband is abusive, her children are disrespectful, and she lives in the
middle of nowhere. Then Imogene, a Kathy K. Kosmetics saleswoman, moves into the neighborhood. Imogene
and Anora become more than friends. When Anora accidentally shoots and kills her husband, they throw the
corpse in the trunk of the Kathy K. car and ride off on a road trip to bury Daddy. DVD 1075 (85 min.)
Eastern
Duke Named Ellington, A. Uses archival footage, photographs, and interviews with friends and former band
members to look at the life and career of Duke Ellington. Includes footage of performances by Ellington and his
orchestra, and clips from three movies Ellington and his orchestra performed in. DVD 883 c.2 (110 min. 37
sec.) Grant
Early Works of Cheryl Dunye, The. DVD 1084 (73 min. total) Eastern
Janine: "(Experimental documentary, 1990) The story of a black lesbian's relationship with a white, upper
middle class high school girl"--Container. (9 min.)
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She don't fade: "(Experimental narrative, 1991) A self-reflexive look at the sexuality of a young black lesbian"-Container. (24 min.)
The potluck and the passion: "(Experimental narrative, 1993) Sparks fly as racial, sexual and social politics
intermingle at a lesbian potluck"--Container. (22 min.)
Vanilla sex: "(Experimental documentary, 1992)"--Container. Dunye's contribution to visual artist Shu Leah
Cheng's video installation Those fluttering objects of desire. (4 min.)
An untitled portrait: "(Video montage, 1993) Dunye's relationship with her brother is examined in this mixture
of appropriated film footage, super 8mm home movies & Dunye's special brand of humor"--Container. (4 min.)
Greetings from Africa: "(Narrative, 1994) Cheryl, playing herself, humorously experiences the mysteries of
lesbian dating in the 90s"--Container. (10 min.)
Elvis & Madonna. Lesbian photographer Elvis is hired to deliver pizzas at night on her motorcycle. Her first
delivery is to a transvestite hairdresser Lady Madonna. But when Elvis arrives she discovers that her client has
been beaten up and robbed by her lover Joao Tripe. Elvis befriends Madonna and photographs her performances
at the nightclub. They fall in love and move in together. But Elvis' decision to sell incriminating photos of Joao
may come back to haunt her and Madonna as he promises revenge. In Portuguese, with optional subtitles in
English, French or Spanish. DVD 1077 (105 min.) Eastern
Examined Life. Examined Life takes philosophy into the hustle and bustle of the everyday. The "rock star"
philosophers of our time take "walks" through places that hold special resonance for them and their ideas. These
places include crowded city streets, deserted alleyways, Central Park, and a garbage dump.
Contents: Cornel West, part 1 : examining yourself -- Avital Ronell : paths that lead nowhere -- Peter Singer :
the shallow pond -- Kwame Anthony Appiah : the cosmopolitan -- Martha Nussbaum : the capabilities approach
-- Cornel West, part 2 : "truth as a way of life" -- Michael Hardt : becoming capable of democracy -- Slavoj
Žižek : ecology as ideology -- Judith Butler & Sunaura Taylor : "what can a body do?" -- Cornel West, part 3 :
rejecting romanticism. DVD 1094 (88 mins.) Ammerman
Fire Attack: Strategy and Tactics of Initial Company Response. Disc 1. Understanding the enemy -- Disc 2.
Basics of effective incident management -- Disc 3. Fireground risk management -- Disc 4. Tactical deployment
of engine & truck company operations -- Disc 5. Standards of fire attack: offensive operations -- Disc 6.
Standards of fire attack: defensive operations. DVD 1049 (6 Discs, Instruction Guide, Textbook)
Ammerman
Flashover. Firefighter, Vincent Dunn explains flashover and how to prevent it for fire service training. DVD
1028 (20 min.) Ammerman
Flock of Dodos: The Evolution and Intelligent Design Circus. A humorous look at the debate between
proponents of biological evolution and adherents of intelligent design, focusing especially on legal opinions
about the issue. DVD 1070 (84 min.) Grant
Flower Of My Secret, The/La Flor de mi Secreto. "Leo writes romance novels - but with a loveless
marriage, she finds herself fresh out of inspiration. Angel is a tough and gruff journalist with an iron will and a
heart of gold. When their paths cross, they discover something neither had expected - a real-life love affair"-Container. Spanish dialogue with optional English or French subititles. DVD 1050 (103 min.) Eastern
Frank Capra’s Prelude to War. "While America sleeps, Japan & Germany slowly and methodically build
their armies and launch their plans for global conquest"--Container. DVD 1089 (54 min.) Ammerman
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Great African Films. Vol. 2.
Tasuma: The story of Sogo Sanou, aka Tasuma, a former French soldier who was a member of the African
troops known as the Tiralleurs Senegalais, which fought hard for France. Sanou has been trying for over 50
years to obtain his well-deserved military pension. Convinced he will receive the money, he buys a mill on
credit for the village. When the money does not arrive, Sanou is put in prison. The women of the village rally to
set him free. French and Moore dialogue, English subtitles.
Sia: Kombi is a poverty-stricken city dominated by a tyrant king. In order to bring back prosperity, the king is
advised by his priests to make the traditional human sacrifice of a young virgin to a mystical snake god. Sia, the
most beautiful young woman in the village, is chosen. Lieutenant Mamadi, her fiancé, rebels against the
decision to perform this ritual, and the village becomes divided. Struggles and revelations follow as the villagers
confront issues of honor, corruption and power. Bambara dialogue, English subtitles.
DVD 1085 (2 discs, 177 min.) Ammerman
Great Gatsby, The. 2013 w/Leonardo DiCaprio. The Great Gatsby follows viable writer Nick Carraway as he
leaves the Midwest and comes to New York City in the spring of 1922. Chasing his own American dream, Nick
lands next door to Jay Gatsby, and across the bay from his cousin, Daisy, and her husband, Tom Buchanan.
Nick is drawn into the captivating world of the rich and their loves and deceits. As he bears witness, he pens a
tale of impossible love, incorruptible dreams, and tragedy, and holds a mirror to our own modern times and
struggles. DVD 1057 (2 discs, 142 min.) Ammerman
Great Gatsby, The. (with Robert Redford). In 1920s Long Island, a mysterious American millionaire's efforts
to recapture the sweetheart of his youth result in tragedy. DVD 1058 (143 min.) Ammerman
Imagine Me & You. A blushing bride's nuptials take a surprising turn at the altar, when an innocent glance
between her and a female guest sparks a love at first sight romance. She is soon forced to choose between her
husband and the girl of her dreams. DVD 1079 (93 min.) Eastern
Jihad for Love, A. "First feature documentary to explore the complex global intersections between Islam and
homosexuality ... The film travels a wide geographic arc presenting us lives from India, Pakistan, Iran, Turkey,
Egypt, South Africa and France. Always filming in secret and as a Muslim, [filmmaker] Parvez [Sharma] makes
the film from within the faith, depicting Islam with the same respect that the film's characters show for it"-Container. DVD 1073 (81 min.) Eastern
Koyaanisqatsi. Koyaanisqatsi is a Hopi Indian word meaning variously: crazy life, life in turmoil, life
disintegrating, life out of balance (the subtitle for this film), and a state of life that calls for another way of life.
This film presents a concert of visual images that progresses from purely natural environments to nature as
affected by people, and finally to our contemporary urban environment that is devoid of nature. The film is
visual with musical accompaniment and some singing. At the end of the movie, title cards describe a Hopi
prophecy. DVD 1087 (87 min.) Ammerman
Law of Desire/La Ley del Deseo. Cocaine-snorting homosexual hedonist writer-director Pablo Quintero is
bereft--because his boyfriend Juan has just moved out. Pablo meets Antonio at a party, and they share a few
passionate nights, but Antonio soon proves far too clingy for Pablo's taste. All hell breaks loose when Antonio
comes across a sad, yearning love note from Juan, which ignites in Antonio a bonfire of jealous possessiveness.
Pablo's transsexual sister Tina and her daughter Ada get involved in the mess as well. None of their lives will
ever be the same because of this tragic unrequited love triangle. Spanish dialogue with optional English or
French subititles. DVD 1048 (102 min.) Eastern
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M A Film by Fritz Lang. When a serial killer is stalking the children of the city, everyone, including the
criminal underworld, wants to see him brought down. The story is based on the Düsseldorf child murders of
1929. In German, with optional English subtitles. 2 discs + booklet DVD 1091 (110 min.) Ammerman
Margarita. This charming lesbian drama tells the tale of an undocumented Mexican nanny, Margarita, whose
girlfriend Jane is reluctant to commit and whose yuppie employers, a nice Toronto family with money
problems, are about to let her go. DVD 1080 (91 min.) Eastern
Medicating Children Techniques for Medication Administration. Medicating children series : Preventing
errors (14:10 min). -- Medicating children series : Techniques for medication administration (20:13 min). DVD
1043 (2 discs, 34:23 min.) Ammerman
No Eres Tu, Soy Yo/It’s Not You, It’s Me. A romantic comedy that tells the hilarious story of Javier, a man
who refuses to accept the loss of the woman he loves. In his journey to recovery, he rides an emotional
rollercoaster that eventually leads him to his true love. Spanish dialogue, optional English or Spanish subtitles.
DVD 1062 (100 min.) Eastern
Plow That Broke the Plains, The; and River, The. The plow that broke the plains" depicts the social and
economic history of the Great Plains from the settlement of the prairies by cattlemen and farmers through the
World War I boom to drought and depression. "The river" traces life in the Mississippi River Valley during the
previous 150 years, showing the consequences of sharecropping, soil exhaustion, unchecked erosion and floods,
and concludes with scenes of regional planning, TVA development and federal efforts. [Contents: The plow
that broke the Plains : a U.S. documentary film (1936) (27 min.) -- The river : a U.S. documentary film (1938)
(32 min.).] DVD 1045 (113 min.) Ammerman
Point of Order. A compilation of TV coverage of the 1954 McCarthy-Army hearings, where the Army
accuses Senator McCarthy of improperly pressuring the Army for special treatment of one of the senator's aides.
DVD 1086 (97 min.) Ammerman
Post Tenebras Lux/Light After Darkness. Follows an upscale Mexican family whose move to the
countryside in search of an ideal life results in domestic crisis and class friction. An enthralling and enigmatic
exploration of the primal conflicts of the human condition. In Spanish, English and French dialogue, with
subtitles in English. DVD 1061 (115 min.) Eastern
Prelude to War, Frank Capra’s. "While America sleeps, Japan & Germany slowly and methodically build
their armies and launch their plans for global conquest"--Container. DVD 1089 (54 min.) Ammerman
Quest for Honor. Describes the practice of "honor killing" of women by male relatives for actions deemed
dishonorable to their families in Kurdistan, Iraq, and highlights efforts by Kurdish activists to end the practice.
DVD 1078 (63 min.) c. 1 – Ammerman; c. 2 – Eastern
Shane. A drifter and retired gunfighter helps a homestead family fight against an aging cattleman and his hired
gunman. DVD 1088 (117 min.) Ammerman
Sin Nombre. A teenage Honduran girl forms an unlikely friendship with a Mexican gang member who is
helping her to smuggle her family into the United States. In Spanish with optional subtitles in English or
French; closed-captioned. DVD 1060 (96 min.) Eastern
Staff Relations in Healthcare Working as a Team. This program examines teamwork and considers its role in
patient care. Explaining the trend toward multidisciplinary teamwork in healthcare, the DVD defines
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multidisciplinary teams and emphasizes their utility in the healthcare arena.
Ammerman/ c.2 Grant

DVD 1069 (33 min.)

c.1

Tough Guise 2 : Violence, Manhood & American Culture. Introduction (3:29) -- Hiding in plain sight (7:13)
-- A taught behavior (9:17) -- An American ideal (7:15) -- The cool pose (6:14) -- Upping the ante (3:57) -- A
culture in retreat (16:02) -- All the wrong lessons (14:53) -- Beyond the tough guise (9:34).
In this highly anticipated update of the influential and widely acclaimed Tough Guise, pioneering anti-violence
educator and cultural theorist Jackson Katz argues that the ongoing epidemic of men's violence in America is
rooted in our inability as a society to move beyond outmoded ideals of manhood. In a sweeping analysis that
cuts across racial, ethnic, and class lines, Katz examines mass shootings, day-to-day gun violence, violence
against women, bullying, gay-bashing, and American militarism against the backdrop of a culture that has
normalized violent and regressive forms of masculinity in the face of challenges to traditional male power and
authority. Along the way, the film provides a stunning look at the violent, sexist, and homophobic messages
boys and young men routinely receive from virtually every corner of the culture, from television, movies, video
games, and advertising to pornography, the sports culture, and US political culture. Tough Guise 2 stands to
empower a new generation of young men--and women--to challenge the myth that being a real man means
putting up a false front and engaging in violent and self-destructive behavior. DVD 1071 (78 min.)
Ammerman
Una Noche. Raul feels trapped in the slums of Havana and dreams of escaping to Miami. After he is accused
of assault, he must flee the country to save himself. He begs his best friend Elio to leave and help him travel 90
miles across the ocean. But Elio is torn between helping his best friend and protecting his twin sister Lila. Soon
the trio's commitment to their homeland and their desire of starting life anew in America is put to the test. In
Spanish; English subtitles; English and Spanish subtitles for the deaf and hard-of-hearing (SDH). DVD 1056
(91 min.) Eastern
Viva la Causa: The Story of Cesar Chavez and a Great Movement for Social Justice. DVD 1082 +
Guide (39 min.) Housed at Ammerman Library Holocaust Center
Waiting Room, The. A character driven documentary film that uses extraordinary access to go behind the
doors of an American public hospital struggling to care for a community of largely uninsured patients. The film
offers a raw, intimate, and even uplifting look at how patients, staff caregivers each cope with disease,
bureaucracy and hard choices. DVD 1053 (82 min.) Ammerman
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